Computation of entropy contribution to protein-ligand binding free energy.
The entropy contribution DeltaS to protein-ligand binding free energy is studied for nine protein-lipid complexes. The entropy effect from the loss of the translational/rotational degrees of freedom (DeltaStr) is calculated using the ideal gas approach. The change in the vibrational entropy (DeltaSvib) is calculated using the effective quantum oscillator approach with frequencies derived from the coordinate covariance matrix, so the inharmonic effects are taken into account. The change in the entropy of solvation (DeltaSsolv) is considered using the binomial cell model (developed by the authors) for the hydrophobic effect. The entropy contribution from loss of conformations that are available for the free ligand (DeltaSconf) is also estimated. It is revealed that the negative in view of binding term DeltaStr is only partly compensated by increasing of DeltaSvib, so T(DeltaStr+DeltaSvib+DeltaSconf)<0 for all complexes under investigation, but taking into account DeltaSsolv leads to significantly increased DeltaS. For all complexes except biotin-streptavidin, the results are found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental data.